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Abstract

After a general introduction into the field of molecular magnets the discussion focuses

on a more specific discussion of their most important representative species, single-molecule

magnets incorporating transition metal ions. We overview traditional model approaches for

the phenomenological description of such systems and outline some ways used to parameterize

the corresponding models from experiment and from first-principle calculations. The latter

can be either multi-determinantal quantum chemical schemes or those based on the density

functional theory. In particular we discuss Heisenberg exchange parameters and magnetic

anisotropy constants. As a practical example, an introduction into problems and properties

of some single-molecule magnets which gained much attention within last years, namely

Mn12-acetate, “Fe8” and “V15” systems, is given. This introduction into systems is followed

by a critical comparison of calculation schemes based on the density functional theory that

are particularly well suited for the study of molecular magnets. For the above systems

we select some benchmark results, obtained by different methods. Finally, we outline our

recent progress in the study of other single-molecule magnets, including six-membered “ferric

wheels”, “ferric stars” and ‘Ni4” molecules, which we studied with the use of first-principles

methods Siesta and NRLMOL.
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1 Introduction

Following Olivier Kahn7, who is considered by many as one of the founders of this research

topic, ”Molecular magnetism deals with magnetic properties of isolated molecules and/or assem-

blies of molecules” (Kahn, 1993). This definition is quite general and there has been recently

more emphasis on the aspect of the rational design of molecular magnetic properties in the

field (Verdaguer, 2001). Therefore, molecular magnetism is seen “as a discipline which con-

ceives, realizes, studies, and uses new molecular materials bearing new but predictable magnetic

(and other) physical property” (Linert and Verdaguer, 2003). At present it conveniently hosts

many different activities involving methods of physical characterization of matter (optical, X-

ray, Mössbauer and neutron spectroscopies, scanning microscopies) and attracts physical models

of different degree of sophistication and abstraction. The progress in the field is clearly driven

by advances in chemical synthesis of the materials and experiments. However, the combined

efforts of physicists and material scientists, particularly theorists, inspires confidence for that

such efforts are not only useful for explaining but also for computationally tuning the synthesis

of new promising materials. At the moment, the theory dealing with first principles calculations

tries to keep the pace with experiment but is still at the stage trying to reproduce the experi-

mental data rather than leading experiment. However, there has been notable progress in the

prediction of exchange interactions and magnetic anisotropy energies from density-functional

theory during the last few years. In contrast to cases where magnetic exchange interactions

follow the famous Goodenough-Kanamori rules (Goodenough, 1955, 1958; Kanamori, 1959), in

the case of magnetic anisotropy, another crucial property of molecular magnets, we still have to

await similarly clean general insights derived from theory, which could revolutionize the rational

design of molecular nanomagnets.

This field of research is very attractive for first-principles microscopic simulations, because the

crystal structure of new molecular magnets is well defined, reproducible and is made available

rapidly. This is in sharp contrast to the situation in nanoparticle materials or in surface studies

where the structure data are usually more ambiguous. Synthetic chemists and theorists per-

forming ab initio simulations despite different skills already speak a common language when

discussing chemical bonding or magnetic interactions.

Whereas the actual execution of first-principles calculations did not require any special develop-

ment of basically new numerical schemes, certain difficulties present in and specific to this type

of materials provide interesting challenges to computational methods. For example, there are

generally a large number of atoms (often several hundreds) in the unit cell, virtual absence of

useful crystalline symmetry, and very inhomogeneous spatial distribution of charge density, with

“very dense” and “almost empty” regions. The overall progress on the methodological side of

atomistic first-principle calculations include more efficient basis sets, new order-N algorithms,

along with general augmentation of computational power and this helps to address molecular

magnets at a the atomistic level. This task would have been too complicated a decade ago.

The number of materials brought into discussion as molecular magnets is considerable, and

some systematics might be appropriate to define better the subject of our present discussion.

7Unfortunately for all of us O. Kahn died the 8th December 1999.
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Generally, all materials containing organic building parts and spins associated with unpaired

electron(s) fall into one or another category of molecular magnets. Possible classifications may

depend on the origin of the unpaired electron(s), the resulting moment localization and mobility,

the type of interaction between individual moments, or their spatial organization (weakly coupled

molecular fragments; 1-, 2- or 3-dimensional connected structures). A well structured general

overview of different classes of molecular magnetic materials can be found in (Molecule-based

magnets, 2000).

Magnetic molecules contain one or more transition metal centers or rare-earth ions or just organic

radicals which are locked at their lattice sites by a careful chemistry of surrounding organic

fragments. We won’t discuss purely organic magnets where spins are carried by free radicals,

although such systems clearly belong to the topic of molecular magnetism, and ferromagnetic

ordering with Tc of 35.5 K (Banister et al., 1996) have been demonstrated in them. In the

following we restrict ourselves to systems where the spins reside on 3d transition metal ions.

In particular we will concentrate on the so-called single molecule magnets (SMM) – see Sessoli

et al. (1993), – which are often also called molecular nanomagnets. Such materials can often be

crystallized, but interactions between the molecular entities remain weak, so that the magnetic

behavior probed by experiments is often dominated by intramolecular effects. The discovery of

a molecule containing 12 manganese ions Mn12O12(CH3COO)16(H2O)4 with a magnetic ground

state of S=10 showing a magnetic hysteresis (Sessoli et al., 1993) due to the properties of the

single Mn12-molecules have boosted interest in the field enormously. The observed hysteresis in

molecular magnets is not due to re-magnetization of domains, as in conventional ferromagnets,

but reflects the “magnetization tunneling” (Friedman et al., 1996) between quantum states of

different m, −S≤m≤S, of the total spin S of the molecule, as the external magnetic field realigns

the degeneracies of different states. This process can only be observed because the relaxation

time is very large compared to the measurement time. The relaxation of the magnetization

becomes indeed very slow at low temperatures (of the order of several months at 2 K). A single

molecule behaves like a single domain and is relatively independent on the magnetization of its

neighboring molecules.

What is the present state of art, “figures of merit”, perspectives etc. in the field of molecular

magnets? The field is becoming rapidly too large to cover all aspects in a compact introduction.

There is a number of recent good reviews by Barbara and Gunther (1999); Gatteschi and Sessoli

(2003); Verdaguer (2001), along with special issues of journals and conference proceedings (Linert

and Verdaguer, 2003; Molecule-based magnets, 2000) which help to access the situation. We

single out just several promising directions:

• Single molecule units as “bits” for magnetic storage. The size of molecules of interest is

about one order of magnitude smaller than presently accessible domains in magnetic lay-

ers, and further miniaturization of conventional domains will be prevented at some point

by approaching the superparamagnetic limit. This problem doesn’t arise for magnetic

molecules, because the intramolecular magnetic order is set by the chemistry of a single

molecule in question and not due to achieving certain critical size, or certain amount of

magnetic atoms. In order to become practicable, this application needs molecules with

net ferromagnetic (or ferrimagnetic) intramolecular ordering of sufficient strength (high
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spin ground state S). The intramolecular magnetic interaction have to be strong enough

to prevent decoupling of the spins within the molecule by thermal fluctuations, so that

the single molecule effectively behaves like an atom with a giant spin S. Moreover, a high

magnetic anisotropy is required, to prevent spontaneous re-orientation of the magnetiza-

tion of the molecular unit, i.e. to increase its blocking temperature. The intrinsic magnetic

anisotropy becomes the temperature-determining figure of merit. Weak interactions be-

tween adjacent molecules, a prerequisite for writing down magnetic bits independently in

each molecule, are usually taken for granted. Potential candidates for such applications,

albeit with properties not yet good enough for any real application, are represented by

“Mn12-acetate” and “Fe8” molecules, both with S=10, to be discussed below.

• Working units for quantum computation. This requires a scheme to populate and manip-

ulate excited states of a molecular magnet in a controllable way. Leuenberger and Loss

(2001); Leuenberger et al. (2003) proposed a seemingly feasibly scheme of imposing a pre-

pared electron spin resonance impulse to write in, transform, and read out the information

on a quantum state in the multilevel system of, say, S=10, explicitly referring to two above

mentioned systems, “Mn12-acetate” and “Fe8”. A promising technique may make use of

the abovementioned magnetization tunneling (Friedman et al., 1996).

• Room-temperature molecule-based permanent magnets, very different in some aspects

(solubility in various solvents, biocompatibility) from “conventional” (e.g. intermetallics-

based) magnets, and possessing an additional advantage of exhibiting interesting combined

magnetooptical and electrooptical properties. Many such systems are based on Prussian

blue analogues (Ohkoshi and Hashimoto, 2002; Verdaguer et al., 1999, 2002). Curie tem-

peratures as large as 42 ◦C (Ferlay et al., 1995), 53 ◦C (Verdaguer et al., 1999) and 103 ◦C

(Holmes and Girolami, 1999), have been achieved with V, Cr-based Prussian blue ana-

logues. Although such systems can be investigated by first principles calculations without

principal problems (see, e.g., Pederson et al., 2002c) and despite the fact that they are

generally recognized as molecular magnets, we leave them beyond the current discussion,

because they are formed of extended metallorganic patterns Such three-dimensional con-

nectivity is of course essential for obtaining substantial values of Tc.

• Systems which exhibit novel collective phenomena such as magnetism switching by light,

temperature, pressure or other physical interactions. Molecules which exhibit spin-crossover

behavior would for instance fall into that class. Many such systems are among Fe-binuclear

complexes (Gaspar et al., 2003; Ksenofontov et al., 2001a,a). The spin-crossover effects

(switching between high-spin and low-spin states in different combinations at two Fe cen-

ters) are usually discussed in terms of interplay between intramolecular and intermolecular

magnetic interactions, the latter being smaller but not negligible.

2 Structures and properties of some single molecule magnets

Now, in order to make first contact with the materials we are discussing, we review basic

structural properties of some examples of the most intensely investigated SMM. From here on we
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will use Mn12-ac as shorthand for the complete chemical formula Mn12O12(CH3COO)16(H2O)4 ·2
CH3COOH· 4 - H2O.8 The Mn12-ac was the first example which showed the slow magnetization

relaxation characteristic for a single molecule magnet. This compound is probably the most

investigated SMM and, along with the oxo-nuclear iron compound Fe8, it has shown so far many

manifestations of interesting magnetic behavior which keep the research in the field growing.

We’ll discuss the structure and magnetic properties of these two magnetic molecules in more

detail, because one can look at them as kind of test cases the theory was able to explain. For

a concise and basic introduction into the field of single molecule magnets we refer the reader to

Barbara and Gunther (1999).

2.1 Mn12-ac magnet

Figure 1: The ball and stick model of Mn12-ac. Left panel: the entire molecule, with methyl

groups replaced for clarity by hydrogen atoms (large balls are Mn atoms). Right panel: the

magnetic core Mn12O12. Eight outer Mn ions have spins s= 2 ordered in parallel, four inner

s=3/2 are antiparallel to them, resulting in ferrimagnetic structure with total spin S=10.

Mn12-ac has been synthesized and reported in 1980 by Lis (1980). The molecular crystal has

tetragonal symmetry with space group I4, a single Mn12-ac cluster in the crystal posses a S4

symmetry. Figure 1 shows a ball and stick model of the molecular structure including only some

organic ligands. No water of crystallization and acetic acid molecules are included, although

they may play an important role, in particular for the process of tunneling of the magnetization.

The manganese atoms are six-fold coordinated but show significant Jahn-Teller induced local

8There are now several modification of Mn12-ac known, with different crystal structures, solvent molecules and

water coordination – see Gatteschi and Sessoli (2003) for more information. Basically the inner structure of the

molecule is always the same, and we’ll uniformly refer to all these species as Mn12-ac.
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Oh symmetry lowering due to partially filled eg shells on the outer sites. Right panel of Fig. 1

shows only the magnetic core, for better clarity. The inner four Mn atoms which are in the

charge state Mn4+ (s=3/2) form, together with four O atoms, a (slightly distorted) cube. The

eight outer Mn atoms are in the Mn3+ (s = 2) charge state. The inner Mn ions are coupled

antiferromagnetically to the outer ones, yielding a ferrimagnetic groundstate with a total spin

S = 8×2 − 4×3/2 = 10. An evidence of the S = 10 ground state has been obtained from high

field magnetization studies by Caneschi et al. (1991) which later has been confirmed by different

experimental techniques, such as high field EPR (Barra et al., 1997), high field magnetic torque

measurements (Cornia et al., 2000) or neutron scattering (Mirebeau et al., 1999; Robinson et al.,

2000).

The (outer) Mn3+ ions are distinguishable from manganese atoms in different charge state by

the elongated structure of the oxygen atom coordination octahedra or the corresponding oxygen-

manganese bond lengths which are typical for Jahn-Teller distortions known in many Mn(III)-

systems. This seems to be important for the magnetic anisotropy of the SMM (Gatteschi and

Sessoli, 2003).

A surprising feature of the Mn12 clusters is that they remain intact in solution. This has been

demonstrated by NMR measurements on several derivatives of the material (Eppley et al., 1995).

This remarkable finding clearly suggests that the observed magnetic properties have indeed an

intramolecular origin. This is further supported by specific heat measurements which found no

evidence for long range order in the material (Gomes et al., 1998). Each magnetic molecule

in the crystal is well separated from its neighbors by water and acetic acid molecules; Barbara

and Gunther (1999) estimate the volume fraction of molecules in crystal to be merely 5%. The

critical energy scale for the magnetic behavior is the magnetic anisotropy energy which is of the

order of 60 K. The dipole-dipole interaction between molecules is of about 0.03 meV, or 0.35 K,

so that one can safely discard it, for practical reasons and for setting up calculations.

2.2 Fe8 magnet

The octanuclear iron(III) molecular magnet of the chemical formula [Fe8O2(OH)12(tacn)6]
8+,

with tacn = 1,4,7-trizacyclononane (C6N3H15), is often referred to as the Fe8-cluster. The

structure the Fe8-molecular crystal, first synthesized by Wieghardt et al. (1984), is shown in

Fig. 2. It is acentric P1 with a= 10.52, b= 14.05 and c= 15.00Å, α= 89.90◦, β = 109.65◦ and

γ=109.27◦.

The approximate D2 symmetry observed in the molecule (Wieghardt et al., 1984) is formally

broken by the presence of halide atoms and waters of crystallization. The iron atoms form

a structure which is often described as a butterfly. The central iron atoms are connected by

oxo-hydroxo bridges to the four outer ones. The large spheres show the iron atoms, which

are Fe(III) ions with a d5 electron configuration. The two inner Fe(III) atoms are coordinated

octahedrally to oxygen and the bridging hydroxy ligands. The outer iron atoms are also in

octahedral coordination with the corresponding oxy and hydroxy ligands and nitrogen atoms

of the tacn-rings. The organic tacn-rings are very important for stabilizing the magnetic core

of the molecule because the three pairs of nitrogen dangling bonds complete a quasi six-fold

environment for the Fe atoms. Two of the Fe(III) atoms have antiparallel spin projections than
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Figure 2: Repeated unit cells of the Fe8 molecular crystal. Large green balls represent Fe.

the other six, so that the ferrimagnetic coupling of all eight results in the S = 10 spin ground

state, as was directly proven by polarized neutron scattering measurements (Caciuffo et al.,

1998).

The tacn-rings separate the Fe8-clusters in the crystal, resulting in negligible intermolecular

dipole fields which are typically on the order of 0.05T (Wernsdorfer et al., 1999). The resulting

formal charge states are nominally Fe3+, (OH)−1 O−2, and tacn0, leading to a molecule with

an overall formal charge state of +8, which must be compensated by negatively charged halide

ions. Due to the lower symmetry as compared to Mn12-ac, the Fe8-cluster is allowed to have

a transverse magnetic anisotropy, which is required in order to observe the quantum tunneling

of the magnetization (QTM). This is because the transversal anisotropy is able to couple states

with different ms, that is a basic condition for “real” tunneling processes. In contrast, the

tunneling in Mn12-ac is often described as thermally, or phonon assisted, where dipolar and

hyperfine interactions playing an important role (Gatteschi and Sessoli, 2003).

One of peculiar features of the Fe8-cluster making it particularly interesting is that its magnetic

relaxation becomes temperature independent below 0.36K, showing for the first time a pure

quantum tunneling of the magnetization (Wernsdorfer et al., 1999; Wernsdorfer and Sessoli,

1999). Further, the topological quenching of the tunnel splitting predicted by Garg (1993) has

been observed in the form of a periodic dependence of the tunnel splitting on the magnetic field

along the hard axis (Wernsdorfer and Sessoli, 1999).
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2.3 V15 spin system

Figure 3: The top view (along the threefold axis, left panel) and the side view (right panel, note

the sandwiched structure) to the ball and stick model of the V15 spin system. The large balls

represent the 15 vanadium atoms. They all contain a single electron in the d-shell and couple

in complicated ways to yield a total spin ground state configuration of S = 1/2.

The K6[V15As6O42(H2O)] · 8H2O molecular crystal was first synthesized by Müller and Döring

(1988). The V15 molecule comprises spins s=1/2 at all vanadium atoms, which couple together to

form a molecule with a total spin S=1/2 ground state. The weakly anisotropic V15 demonstrates

quantum behavior, such as tunneling splitting of low lying spin states, and is an attractive

model system for the study of mesoscopic quantum coherence and processes which destroy it.

An understanding of such processes may be of interest for the field of quantum computing. V15

has a crystallographically imposed trigonal symmetry with three sets of inequivalent vanadium

atoms (Gatteschi et al., 1991). They form two hexagonal layers and an inner triangular layer

sandwiched in between. The vanadium atoms are hold in place by oxygens and arsenic atoms

so that the complete cluster forms a ball-, or cage-like structure. The empty space inside

the cavity is often filled by a randomly oriented water molecule which strictly speaking would

formally break the trigonal symmetry.

The unit cell contains two V15 clusters and is large enough so that dipolar interactions between

them are negligible. Between 20K and 100K the effective paramagnetic moment is 3 µB , as

for three independent spins, and below 0.5K it changes to the S = 1/2 ground state. The

experimental results were interpreted with antiferromagnetic interactions between all vanadium

atoms (Gatteschi et al., 1991). In order to explain the magnetic behavior, a complicated spin

Hamiltonian with many different exchange parameters Jij (as indicated in Figure 4) is required

(Kortus et al., 2001a).

Due to the layered structure and the trigonal axis one expects that the V15 cluster will show

interesting magnetic properties, such as a canted non-collinear magnetic ground state. Calcula-
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Figure 4: The scheme of different exchange coupling Jij between 15 vanadium atoms needed for

the description of the magnetic behavior of that compound. The spin configuration shown is that

with the total spin S=1/2, corresponding to the lowest-energy DFT Ising spin configuration.

tions on such correlated systems present a challenge to mean-field frameworks such as density-

functional theory, because it is often not possible to construct a single collinear reference state

which preserves the inherent symmetry of the system and has the correct spin quantum numbers.

3 Magnetic interactions

A rather complicated and subtle subject that appears often in the discussion of experiments and

theory of molecular magnets is that of interatomic magnetic interactions. We begin by introduc-

ing a consistent conceptual framework for the following discussion. Later on, we outline several

calculation approaches which yielded valuable contribution in the understanding of molecular

magnets, and list selected numerical results in their comparison. We conclude by presenting and

discussing our new results on several molecular magnet systems of actual interest, that helps to

grasp several typical features of electronic structure of this class of materials.

All discussion of magnetic interaction parameters makes sense only in the reference to a par-

ticular physical model which in general does not explain but describes mathematical relations

between observables. In particular, the specific character of interaction between spins is not

immediately available from calculation nor from experimental measurements. A directly mea-

surable experimental information, like temperature or field dependency of magnetization or

magnetic susceptibility, might be more or less satisfactorily fitted on the predictions of a certain

model, yielding the values of interaction parameters in the sense of this particular model only.

On their side, the first-principles calculations provide the spectrum of eigenvalues, or compare

total energy in different magnetic configurations, and derive the estimates of interaction param-

eters from fitting these data, again, to a particular physical model. Therefore one should be
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careful in comparing “measured” and “calculated” interaction parameters: they are accessed

indirectly and from different starting points, hence their agreement may be accidental, and the

source of disagreement not immediately obvious.

3.1 Spin Hamiltonians

The mechanisms of interaction do normally include, as the presumably leading term, the Heisen-

berg Hamiltonian

H = −2
∑

i>j

JijSiSj , (2)

with the summation indicates that each pair of spins Si, Sj is counted only once. As only

the relative orientation of both spins matters, this interaction is isotropic. The dependence

on absolute spin orientation, i.e. with respect to the crystal lattice, can be brought in via a

modification of the Heisenberg model taking into account anisotropy:

H = −2
∑

i>j

Jij

[

Sz
i S

z
j + γ(Sx

i S
x
j + Sy

i S
y
j )
]

. (3)

This form of interaction recovers the conventional Heisenberg model in case of γ=1, reduces to

the Ising model for γ=0, or to the 2-dimensional interaction for γ�1. Further on, the single-spin

anisotropy can be included, and the Zeeman term added, yielding

H = −2
∑

i>j

Jij(SiSj) −D
∑

i

(eiSi)
2 − gµB

∑

i

BSi . (4)

The single-spin anisotropy term may lack some of the true physics. It is scaled with its corre-

sponding constant D and depends on the orientation of each spin Si relative to a reasonably

chosen fixed direction in space ei; the Zeeman term scales with the external magnetic field B,

for the chosen value of the g factor.

It should be noted that the definition of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian in different works differs

sometimes in the sign and in the presence of prefactor 2, that must be taken into account when

comparing different sets of extracted parameters. The notation as above corresponds to J > 0

for ferromagnetic coupling.

A sophistication of such model spin Hamiltonian can be further enhanced by introducing ad-

ditional parameters, i.e., distinguishing between random (varying from site to site) and con-

stant (global) magnetic anisotropy, yielding the appearance of distinct D parameters in Eq. (4).

Moreover, higher-order terms in isotropic interaction (biquadratic exchange, etc.), as well as

from antisymmetric Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya spin exchange

HDM =
∑

i>j

Dij · [Si×Sj] , (5)

can be introduced. This might be necessary to grasp an essential physics, but makes the extrac-

tion of parameters, usually from a limited set of experimental data, more ambiguous, leading to

a problem of over-parameterization.

The advantage of ab initio approaches to the extraction of interaction parameters is that cer-

tain mechanisms of interaction can be switched on and off in a fully controllable way. Thus,
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all anisotropy terms may only have effect if the spin-orbit interaction is explicitly present in

the calculation. The non-collinear orientation of individual spins can sometimes be arbitrarily

chosen, and at least different settings of “up” and “down” configurations of spins with respect

to a global quantization axis are normally available in any calculation scheme, so that angles

between spins become in one or another way directly accessible.

The experiment does not allow such grade of control on the microscopic level; the magnetic

field and temperature are eventually the only tunable parameters, and the availability of good-

quality oriented monocrystalline samples is not a rule. Microscopic techniques include some (few)

spectroscopic studies and (exclusively for Fe-based magnets) Mössbauer effect measurements;

which are able, to some extent, to probe charge and spin state of an ion in question.

3.2 Relation to experiment

Once the spin Hamiltonian is agreed on, it can be, at least in principle, diagonalized, and

its eigenvalues En determine the partition function and all thermodynamic properties in their

dependency on magnetic field B and the temperature. Specifically, the molar magnetization is

Mmol = −NA

∑

n

∂En/∂B exp(−En/kT )

∑

n

exp(−En/kT )
(6)

(NA is the Avogadro number), and the zero-field molar magnetic susceptibility, taking into

account the dependence of eigenvalues En on the homogeneous magnetic field Bz up to the

second order

En = W (0)
n +BzW

(1)
n +B2

zW
(2)
n + . . . , (7)

yields

χmol = µ0NA

∑

n

[

(W
(1)
n )2/kT − 2W

(2)
n

]

exp(−W (0)
n /kT )

∑

n

exp(−W (0)
n /kT )

. (8)

The evaluation of parameter values in the spin Hamiltonian proceeds by fitting thus obtained

temperature (and/or magnetic field) dependencies to the measured data. The practical difficulty

lies in the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, whose dimension grows very rapidly with the

number of spins and their S values.

A common conceptual difficulty is the necessity to choose between several sets of parameters

which yield equally reasonable fit. An example of such ambiguity is given by Katsnelson et al.

(1999) in fitting the model 8-spin Hamiltonian for Mn12-ac to the neutron scattering data.

3.3 Relation to first-principles calculations

In first-principles calculations, one has the freedom to impose certain constraints (fix the mag-

nitude or orientation of magnetization, modify the potential felt by certain electronic states,

switch on or off the relativistic effects) and inspect the effect of this on the total energy. More-

over, one-electron eigenvalues and corresponding (Kohn-Sham, or Hartree-Fock) eigenfunctions

are also available from a self-consistent calculation.
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There are certain subtleties related to the assessment of exchange parameters from quantum

chemistry (QC) and in DFT calculations.

In QC one deals with a multi-configurational scheme which allows to mix different spin configu-

rations and to sort out energy eigenvalues corresponding to different total spin values. For two

interacting spins S1, S2 summing up to S′ = S1 + S2 one gets

2S1S2 = S′2 − S2
1 − S2

2 ,

with eigenvalues [S ′(S′ + 1) − S1(S1 + 1) − S2(S2 + 1)]. For a textbook example S1 = 1
2 , S2 = 1

2

this yields a singlet (S ′ = 0) and a triplet (S ′ = 1) states. The corresponding eigenvalues of the

Heisenberg Hamiltonian must be then 3/2J and −1/2J , correspondingly.

Indeed, the basis functions in an ab initio calculation are normally pure spin states. In the basis

of spin functions |mS1
mS2

〉, for the case S1 = 1
2 , S2 = 1

2 the Heisenberg Hamiltonian takes the

form:
mS1

mS2

∣

∣

1
2

1
2

〉 ∣

∣−1
2

1
2

〉 ∣

∣

1
2 − 1

2

〉 ∣

∣−1
2 − 1

2

〉

∣

∣

1
2

1
2

〉

−J/2
∣

∣−1
2

1
2

〉

J/2 −J
∣

∣

1
2 − 1

2

〉

−J J/2
∣

∣−1
2 − 1

2

〉

−J/2

(9)

The diagonalization of (9) is achieved by a basis transformation which mixes different mS values:

1√
2

(
∣

∣

1
2 − 1

2

〉

−
∣

∣ −1
2

1
2

〉 )

(singlet) S = 0 E = 3
2J ;

∣

∣

1
2

1
2

〉

1√
2

( ∣

∣

1
2 − 1

2

〉

+
∣

∣ −1
2

1
2

〉 )

∣

∣ −1
2 − 1

2

〉











(triplet) S = 1 E = − 1
2J .

(10)

In a QC (multi-determinantal) calculation, eigenvalues of singlet and triplet states, ES and ET

correspondingly, are immediately accessible. This allows the (formal yet unambiguous) mapping

of a first-principles result onto the Heisenberg model:

ES −ET = 2J . (11)

The case S1,2 = 1
2 corresponds to, e.g., two interacting Cu2+ ions. Other ions from the 3d row

yield more rich system of eigenvalues – for instance, S1,2 = 1 (two Ni2+ ions) produces a quintet

level EQ beyond singlet and triplet, with the energy separation

ES −EQ = 6J . (12)

Whether both equations (11) and Eq. (12) can be satisfied by the same J is a measure of validity

of the Heisenberg model.

In a DFT calculation, the eigenvalues of multi-determinantal states are not available, and one

must rely either on Kohn-Sham eigenvectors or on total energies in specially prepared symmetry-

breaking metastable states, subject to different constraints with respect to spin states of a

system. In practice, one can try ferromagnetic (FM) or antiferromagnetic (AFM) configurations

of two spins, or impose the fixed spin moment (FSM) scheme, first introduced by Schwarz and
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Mohn (1984). The total energy in different spin configurations relates not to eigenvectors but

to diagonal elements of, e.g., the Hamiltonian H of (9):

EFM =

〈

1

2

1

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

H
∣

∣

∣

∣

1

2

1

2

〉

= −1

2
J ,

EAFM =

〈

−1

2

1

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

H
∣

∣

∣

∣

−1

2

1

2

〉

=
1

2
J , (13)

hence

EAFM −EFM = J (14)

for the above case of S1,2 = 1
2 . This is a valid representation for J provided the Heisenberg

model itself remains valid throughout the path from FM to AFM state. The latter formula

can be approximated using the concept of magnetic transition state (Gubanov and Ellis, 1980).

Generally, according to Slater, the shift in the DFT total energy ∆E due to a whatever change

∆ni in the occupation of certain orbitals is

∆E =
∑

i

∆niε
∗
i + O(∆n3) , (15)

where ε∗i are Kohn-Sham eigenvalues obtained self-consistently with occupation numbers midway

between initial and final states. For the flip from FM to AFM configuration,

EFM −EAFM '
∑

i

(

nA
i↑ − nA

i↓
) (

ε∗i↓ − ε∗i↑ ,
)

(16)

where (nA
i↑ − nA

i↓) is the magnetic moment (which gets inverted) in the orbital i, and the latter

bracket is spin splitting (in energy) of the same orbital, calculated in the configuration with

zero spin on atom A (transition state), i.e. induced fully via the interaction with the second

spin. While being approximative, the magnetic transition state scheme might have a certain

advantage of numerical stability over explicit comparison of large total energy values. Moreover,

the result is available from a single calculation and offers a microscopical insight of how different

orbitals are affected by magnetic interaction – the information which remains hidden in the total

energy numbers. Being of use a number of times in the past (primarily for magnetic oxides), the

method was recently applied for the analysis of exchange parameters in Mn12-ac (Zeng et al.,

1999).

The validity of either “finite difference” scheme (14), or “differential” procedure (16) presumes

that the mapping on the Heisenberg model makes sense, in the first place. However, with just

two interacting spins we have no immediate criterion whether this is true. The applicability

of the Heisenberg model would mean that the functional part of the interaction comes from

the scalar product of two spin operators, with the parameter Jij independent on Si and Sj.

The mapping on the Heisenberg model may be less ambiguous if done as a limiting case of

small deviations from a certain stationary state. The meaning of such deviations in the DFT

might be some admixture to pure spin states (in the sense of local spin density functional),

i.e., non-diagonal (in the spin space) form of density matrices. It allows a transparent quasi-

classical interpretation in terms of non-collinear magnetic density varying from point to point

in space – see Sandratskii (1998) for a review. If a pair of local magnetic moments can be

reasonably identified in the calculation, and their small variations from the global magnetization
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axis allowed, the counterparts in the Heisenberg model will be deviations of local exchange fields

at two corresponding sites. Matching the leading terms in the angular dependence of interaction

energy in the DFT and in the Heisenberg model yields the desired mapping. This line of arguing

comes back at least to Oguchi et al. (1983) who extracted interaction parameters in simple 3d

oxides from DFT calculations. Antropov et al. (1997); Liechtenstein et al. (1987, 1984) worked

out closed expression for Jij in a form consistent to spin-fluctuation theories9 in terms of the

elements of the Green’s function. When using the final formulae, one should be careful to check

whether they don’t silently imply S = 1/2, and also examine the prefactor and sign which may

be introduced differently. The following line of argument leads to the formula which has been

applied in a number of calculations. If the total interaction energy of two quasi-classical spins is

E = JijSiSj , (17)

its variation by deviating the spins by respective angles δϕi, δϕj reads:

δ2E = JijS
2δϕiδϕj . (18)

In the attempt to cast a variation of DFT total energy in a comparable form, one can profit from

the Andersen’s local force theorem, which works here because we are interested in infinitesimal

deviations from the ground state. An explicit derivation of the local force theorem in the desired

form is given in an Appendix to the paper by Liechtenstein et al. (1987). In terms of the Green’s

function G and Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian H the first variation of the total energy reads

δE = − 1

π

εF
∫

dε ImTr (δHG) (19)

(which can be shown to be zero), and the second variation

δ2E = − 1

π

εF
∫

dε ImTr
(

δ2HG + δHG δHG
)

. (20)

The variation of Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian can be explicitly related to rotations in spin space as

δH =
i

2
δϕi [H, σ] , (21)

with the Hamiltonian composed of spin-dependent part at the site i, with ∆i = V ↑
i − V ↓

i [a

potential, in general, non-diagonal in (l,m)] and the rest H0:

H =
∆i

2

(

1 0

0 −1

)

+ H0

(

1 0

0 1

)

. (22)

This yields for the variation of H

δH =
i

2
δϕx ∆i

(

0 1

−1 0

)

+
1

2
δϕy ∆i

(

0 1

1 0

)

. (23)

Extracting from Eq. (20) the terms bilinear in δϕi, recovering cite and spin indexes in the

elements of the Green’s function Gij
σ and implying the summation in (l,m) yields

Jij = − 1

2π
Im

εF
∫

dε
(

∆iG
ij
↑ ∆jG

ji
↓ + ∆iG

ij
↓ ∆jG

ji
↑

)

. (24)

9with magnitude of spin varying, and attributed to J . Note therefore the difference in the definition of Jij

between these papers and Eq. (2).
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This is the final formula for interaction between isolated spins in otherwise infinite and unper-

turbed environment. If one is interested in the interaction between two sublattices of periodically

repeated atom types i and j, the Green function follows explicitly in terms of Kohn-Sham eigen-

functions ψilm
nkσ and eigenvalues εnkσ

Gij
lm,l′m′(ε) =

∑

kn

ψ∗ilm
nk ψ

jl′m′

nk

ε− εnk

(25)

and, using for the product of Green’s functions

1

(ε− εn)(ε− εn′)
=

1

εn − εn′

(

1

ε− εn
− 1

ε− εn′

)

, (26)

the integration in energy over occupied states yields

Jij =
∑

{m}
∆i

mm′ χ
ij
mm′m′′m′′′ ∆j

m′′m′′′ (27)

in terms of non-local susceptibility, which depends on Kohn-Sham occupation numbers nnkσ,

χij
mm′m′′m′′′ =

∑

knn′

nnk↑ − nn′k↓
εnk↑ − εn′k↓

ψ∗ilm
nk↑ψ

ilm′′

nk↑ ψ
ilm′

n′k↓ψ
∗ilm′′′

n′k↓ , (28)

– a formula probably first given by Liechtenstein et al. (1995) and used in a number of pub-

lications, notably by Boukhvalov et al. (2002) for Mn12-ac. It should be understood that this

formula describes interaction between two sublattices rather than two spins, and hence may

give numbers very different from those by Eq. (27). The above derivation relates to S = 1/2,

therefore the values reported for Jij had to be rescaled according to actual interacting spins

on, e.g., Mn atoms, a fact not always clearly stated in publications. Such scaling has been per-

formed using the LDA (fractional) calculated values of magnetic moments, rather than nominal

(integer) values.10

3.4 Spin-orbit coupling and magnetic anisotropy energy

As early as 1937 van Vleck pointed out that the magnetic anisotropy (MAE) arises mainly

because of spin-orbit coupling and other relativistic terms in the Hamiltonian. Calculations

of MAE on solids, layered structures and films have been carried out for many years using

density-functional theory (Jansen, 1988, 1999; Schneider and Jansen, 2000; Shick et al., 1998;

Zhong et al., 1991). Several problems associated with the accurate density-functional-based

determination of MAE in the solid state have been identified. For example the role of incomplete

orbital polarization has been shown to be one issue related to inaccuracies in the solid; other

may be related to correlation effects beyond the mean-field treatment of correlations in the DFT.

Recently, Pederson and Khanna (1999b,c) have developed a method for accounting for second-

order anisotropy energies. This method relies on a simple albeit exact method for spin-orbit

coupling and a second-order perturbative treatment of the spin Hamiltonian to determine the

dependence of the total energy on spin projection. The Cartesian representation of the spin-orbit

term is used which is exact and also is more adaptable for multi-center systems:

U(r,p,S) = − 1

2c2
S · p×∇Φ(r) . (29)

10D. Boukhvalov, private communication.
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Using single-particle wavefunctions expressed in terms of a basis set

ψis(r) =
∑

j,σ

Cis
jσφj(r)χσ, (30)

where the φj(r) are the spatial functions and χ are spin functions, the matrix elements can be

expressed as

Uj,σ,k,σ′ = 〈φjχσ | U(r,p,S) | φkχσ′〉 (31)

= −i〈φj | Vx | φk〉〈χσ | Sx | χσ′〉 (32)

where the operator Vx is defined as

〈φj | Vx | φk〉 =
1

2c2

(〈

dφj

dz

∣

∣

∣

∣

Φ

∣

∣

∣

∣

dφk

dy

〉

−
〈

dφj

dy

∣

∣

∣

∣

Φ

∣

∣

∣

∣

dφk

dz

〉)

. (33)

In the above, Φ(r) is the Coulomb potential. Thus this treatment uses matrix elements of the

Coulomb potential with partial derivatives of the basis functions, thereby avoiding the time

consuming task of calculating the gradient of the Coulomb potential directly.

Here we generalize some of the derivations from uniaxial symmetry to an arbitrary one. The

same definitions and lettering of the symbols is used as by Pederson and Khanna (1999c). In

the absence of a magnetic field, the second-order perturbative change to the total energy of a

system with arbitrary symmetry can be expressed as

∆2 =
∑

σσ′

∑

ij

Mσσ′

ij Sσσ′

i Sσ′σ
j , (34)

which is the generalization of Eq. (19) of Pederson and Khanna (1999c). In the above ex-

pression, σ sums over the spin degrees of freedom and i, j sums over all the coordinate labels,

x, y, z respectively. The matrix elements Sσσ′

i = 〈χσ|Si|χσ′〉 implicitly depend on the axis of

quantization. The matrix elements M σσ′

ij are given by

Mσσ′

ij = −
∑

kl

〈φlσ|Vi|φkσ′〉〈φkσ′ |Vj |φlσ〉
εlσ − εkσ′

, (35)

where φlσ are occupied and φkσ′ and unoccupied states and ε’s are the energy of the correspond-

ing states.

The above equation can be rewritten in a part diagonal in the spin index plus the non-diagonal

remainder according to:

∆2 =
∑

ij

∑

σ

Mσσ
ij S

σσ
i Sσσ

j +
∑

ij

∑

σ 6=σ′

Mσσ′

ij Sσσ′

i Sσ′σ
j . (36)

Using the following relation for the expectation value of a spin operator in a closed shell molecule

with excess majority spin electrons ∆N

〈1|Si|1〉 = −〈2|Si|2〉 =
〈Si〉
∆N

, (37)

the first term of Eq. (36) can be expressed as

∑

ij

(M11
ij +M22

ij )
〈Si〉〈Sj〉
(∆N)2

. (38)
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With the help of

〈1|Si|2〉〈2|Sj |1〉 = 〈1|SiSj |1〉 − 〈1|Si|1〉〈1|Sj |1〉

= 〈1|SiSj |1〉 −
〈Si〉〈Sj〉
(∆N)2

, (39)

and similar relation for 〈2|Si|1〉〈1|Sj |2〉, and a bit of algebra the second term of Eq. (36) becomes

∑

ij

−(M12
ij +M21

ij )
〈Si〉〈Sj〉
(∆N)2

+
1

4

∑

i

M12
ii +M21

ii . (40)

Therefore, the total second order shift ∆2 together from Eq.(38) and Eq.(40) becomes

∆2 =
1

4

∑

i

M12
ii +M21

ii +

∑

ij

(M11
ij +M22

ij −M12
ij −M21

ij )
〈Si〉〈Sj〉
(∆N)2

. (41)

As can be easily verified, the last equation gives the same result for uniaxial symmetry as Eq.

(21) of Pederson and Khanna (1999c), where the Cartesian off-diagonal Mij matrices vanish

and Mσσ′

xx = Mσσ′

yy . For the derivation of the above expression of ∆2 we did not assume any

particular symmetry, therefore the resulting expression is general.

In the following, we overview the record of first-principles calculations on some SMM, outline a

few typical problems and discuss the achieved results and remaining difficulties.

4 Requirements to a DFT computational scheme;

working approaches and levels of accuracy

Physical questions which are of interest in the study of molecular magnets are not basically

different from those encountered in the study of magnetism and electronic structure of, say, bulk

solids, surfaces, of clusters from first principles in the DFT. One is interested in a description

of the ground-state electronic structure and, as far as possible, of lowest excitations, in terms

of Kohn-Sham eigenvalues and corresponding charge and spin density. It is advantageous to

have access to sufficiently accurate total energies for comparing different competing charge or

spin configurations; moreover, forces could be needed to perform conjugate-gradient structure

optimization, or simulation of vibrations. These requirements are quite common in the practice

of DFT calculations. The simulation of molecular magnets presents, however, certain technical

difficulties which are not necessary typical for all DFT applications, and impose limitations both

on the choice of calculation code for an efficient use and on the number of systems addressed so

far in a first-principle simulations. These difficulties are:

1. Large number of atoms, up to several hundreds of atoms per repeated structural unit.

2. Low space group (or, point group) symmetry – or none at all, that does not allow the

methods which use (l,m)-expansions in lattice harmonics (KKR, FLAPW) to profit from

efficient block diagonalization.
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3. Typically large size of a simulation box and, on the average, low density of atoms, that

makes planewave methods with a global basis set cutoff inefficient.

4. The presence of transition-metal, or even rare earth, atoms with deep core states and,

sometimes, with important semicore, along with the rest of predominantly light organic

atoms. This might create difficulties for the use of norm-conserving pseudopotentials.

5. In tight-binding methods with fixed basis sets, specific problems may arise due to the

need to tune and optimize the basis, as charge configurations and spatial distribution of

density in molecular magnets may differ from those one is acquainted with in crystalline

compounds.

6. The lack of energy dispersion (due to very week coupling between molecular units) and

quite commonly a dense spectrum of nearly degenerate discrete states in the vicinity of

HOMO-LUMO gap, which makes the self-consistency slowly convergent or even unstable.

Retrospectively, it seems understandable that larger number of calculations done so far employed

one or another scheme using flexible tight-binding bases. Pseudopotential planewave calculations

are not much represented, although one may expect an increase of their fraction, particularly

with the use of ultrasoft pseudopotentials, in the future. Other all-electron methods (FLAPW)

were used only for benchmark calculations on simplified systems. One can also anticipate a

certain impact of basis-free, purely numerical approaches in the future.

In the following we critically compare several families of methods which played, or are expected

to play, an important role in DFT calculations on molecular magnets, and emphasize several

representative results.

4.1 Tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital methods

The tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbitals (TBLMTO – Andersen and Jepsen, 1984;

Andersen et al., 1987; TBLMTO homepage) method has been used by the Ekaterinburg group

for calculations of electronic structure and interaction parameters of Mn12-ac (Boukhvalov et al.,

2002) and V15 (Boukhvalov et al., 2003). The calculation method used in these works was

indeed TB-LMTO and not the LMTO method in the less accurate “orthogonal approximation”

(Gunnarsson et al., 1983) as erroneously cited in these publications.11 The calculation used real

(tetragonal) structure of molecular crystal and periodic boundary conditions. The interatomic

exchange parameters J were estimated along Eq. (27,28).

Having the advantage of compact and flexible (numerical and adjustable in the course of calcula-

tion) basis set, the LMTO method faces difficulties in the treatment of loosely packed structures,

as it employs space filling by atomic spheres and/or “empty spheres” – in crystals with large and

low-symmetric cavities, a cumbersome and ambiguous procedure. There are further drawbacks

of LMTO for the treatment of molecular magnets. First, the method always employs periodic

boundary conditions, so that molecular units must be posed either in their true (and very diffuse)

crystalline arrangement, or – in order to simulate them as as isolated entities – with substantially

11D. Boukhvalov, private communication
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enlarged lattice parameters. Second, the method has limitation of only one principal quantum

number per l value in the basis set, i.e., 3p and 4p states cannot be simultaneously present in

the valence band. These deficiencies are known to degrade delicate results of calculation, such

as placement of some bands, or their dispersion in solids. Therefore one should access the quan-

titative results of these LMTO calculations with care. Possible indications of inferior numerical

accuracy are the total magnetic moment of the Mn12-ac system which is 19 µB in the LDA, at

variance with experiment and other calculations (Pederson and Khanna, 1999a,b,c; Zeng et al.,

1999), yielding 20 µB, as well as the absence of HOMO-LUMO gap in both Mn12-ac and V15,

again in variance with calculations by different methods. One should note, however, that the

overall shape of local DOS is consistent with results of other calculations.

Boukhvalov et al. emphasize the importance of intraatomic correlation in the description of

magnetic interactions and excitation spectra of Mn12-ac and V15. This might well make sense

as evidenced by rich experience to this subject with manganites and vanadates, where the local

coordination of transition metal ions and electronic structure are somehow similar to those in

molecular magnets. The intraatomic correlation may be brought into the calculation by means

of the LDA+U approach (Anisimov et al., 1997), and depending on the ad hoc choice of average

Coulomb parameter U . There are certain arguments for the choice of this parameter in the

papers cited, U=4 eV for V15 and U=8 eV for Mn12-ac. Not less important than the actual

results with these parameter values are the trends with U varying, which have been reported for

Mn12-ac. One finds that as U changes from 4 to 6 to 8 eV, the exchange interaction parameters

between four inner Mn atoms of the cubane core vary from 37 to 33 to 30 K (other Mn–Mn

interaction constants, of the same order of magnitude, change in a similar manner). Moreover,

local magnetic moments on all Mn atoms get slightly enhanced, and the band gap increases from

1.35 to 1.78 to 2.01 eV. This trends follow from a qualitatively transparent fact that higher U

values deepen in energy the occupied 3d states and plunge the unoccupied, thus increasing the

band gap. As the spin-flip excitations across the gap become more difficult, and they contribute

to nonlocal susceptibilities (the denominator in Eq. (28) increases), this has an effect of reducing

the interatomic exchange interaction. This mechanism will further be discussed in Section 5.

4.2 Gaussian-type orbital methods: NRLMOL

• The linear combination of atomic orbitals method with a basis of Gaussian-type orbitals,

of which several “flavors” are known and have been in use.

This approach is “full-potential” one in the sense that no muffin-tin or atomic spheres geometry is

imposed, and the spatial form of potential is fairly general. In particular the version implemented

in the Naval Research Laboratory Molecular Orbital Library (NRLMOL) code (Jackson and

Pederson, 1990; NRLMOL homepage; Pederson and Jackson, 1990) has been frequently used in

calculations on molecular magnets.

The NRLMOL program package developed by Pederson, Jackson and Porezag is an all-electron

Gaussian-type orbital implementation of DFT (Briley et al., 1998; Jackson and Pederson, 1990;

Pederson and Jackson, 1990, 1991; Pederson et al., 1988; Pederson and Lin, 1987; Pederson et al.,

2000c; Porezag and Pederson, 1999, 1996; Quong et al., 1993). It has been applied successfully

to calculate the electronic and magnetic properties of several molecular nanomagnets (Baruah
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and Pederson, 2002, 2003; Bobadova-Parvanova et al., 2002; Kortus et al., 2002a,b, 2001a,b;

Kortus and Pederson, 2000; Kortus et al., 2002c; Pederson et al., 2002a; Pederson and Khanna,

1999a,b; Pederson et al., 2000a, 2002b, 2000b). By including the spin-orbit coupling it is possible

to calculate the magnetic anisotropy energy, which is a crucial parameter for understanding the

magnetic behavior of SMM. The agreement between experiment and the result from the first-

principles calculation is in many cases surprisingly good. Therefore it seems to be suitable to

give some details on this particular numerical implementation.

The molecular orbitals were expanded as linear combinations of Gaussian functions centered at

the atomic sites; multicenter integrals are evaluated numerically on a specially generated varia-

tional integration mesh – see Pederson and Jackson (1990) for details. An efficient parallelization

(Pederson et al., 2000c) makes all-electron calculations with more than hundred atoms feasible

in affordable time, a prerequisite for useful applications in the domain of SMM. The problem

of basis optimization, severe one in all methods employing localized and fixed basis functions,

is solved in NRLMOL by tuning to the solutions of self-consistent isolated atoms (Porezag and

Pederson, 1999).

Self-consistent potentials, obtained numerically, are least-square fitted to the sum of bare spheri-

cal Gaussians or Gaussian-screened 1/r potentials, in order to facilitate multicenter integrations.

Given the basis sets and the Gaussian-representation of the atomic potentials, it is possible to

obtain very good insight into the class of multicenter integrands that need to be integrated,

and this information is used to generate a numerical variational integration mesh (Pederson and

Jackson, 1990) that allows to precisely determine integrals required for calculation of secular

matrices, total energies and derivatives according to:

I =

∫

drQ(r) =
∑

i

Q(ri)Ωi , (42)

where Ωi is the volume associated with point ri. Errors arising from the numerical integration

can easily be checked and controlled by adjusting a few parameters which control the mesh

construction. It should be emphasized that the Gaussian-screened potential are only used to

optimize the numerical quadrature schemes used for mesh generation.

Once self-consistency is achieved the forces acting on each atom are determined from the

Hellmann-Feynman-Pulay theorem (Feynman, 1939; Hellmann, 1937; Pulay, 1969). After ob-

taining all the forces acting on all the atoms a conjugate-gradient method, or other force-based

algorithms, can be used to carry out geometry optimizations. Once the equilibrium geometry

and Kohn-Sham wavefunctions is obtained, the properties available for the analysis include (be-

yond the standard set provided by any DFT package) polarizabilities, vibrational frequencies,

infrared and Raman spectra and magnetic anisotropy energies.

For the [Mn4O3Cl4(O2CCH2CH3)3(NC5H5)3] system, containing as its core a Mn3+
3 Mn4+ pyra-

mid and possessing a magnetic moment of 9 µB per unit (Mn3+ spins are anti-ferromagnetically

coupled to Mn4+), Park, Pederson and Bernstein (2003) calculated the properties related to

dimerization. The Mn4 units were presumed to couple antiferromagnetically, based on their

unusual quantum tunneling properties (Wernsdorfer et al., 2002), that was now confirmed in

a calculation by NRLMOL (Park et al., 2003c). A fit to the Ising model yields intraatomic

exchange parameters of 44 K (ferromagnetic; Mn3+
3 –Mn3+) and −152 K (antiferromagnetic;
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Mn3+
3 –Mn4+) – both overestimated by roughly a factor of two in comparison with experiment-

derived values. The intermolecular coupling of merely −0.24 K is also twice larger than the

experimental fit value. In addition to structure relaxation, Park et al. performed a calculation

of vibration spectra with infrared and Raman intensities – the data not yet available from exper-

iment but extremely important for identification and further characterization of this molecular

magnet.

4.3 Numerical atom-centered basis functions : Siesta

The Siesta method and computational code (Siesta homepage; Soler et al., 2002) also uses

compact atom-centered basis functions, but (differently from NRLMOL) numerical ones with

strict spatial confinement, as the most frequent choice. (Gaussian-type orbitals, or other fixed

functions at the user’s convenience, are equally available for the basis set). Due to strict con-

finement of basis functions, the program can make a clean distinction between cases of isolated

fragment (molecule or cluster), “chain”, “slab” or “crystal” cases (with periodic boundary con-

ditions in one, two or three dimensions, correspondingly), and to correctly construct Madelung

terms according to each case. Keeping trace on local neighborhood in the calculation of ma-

trix elements, in combination with order-N facilities (see, e.g., Ordejón, 1998; Sánchez-Portal

et al., 1997), makes Siesta a great method for treating large low-coordination low-symmetry

structures, as molecular magnets exactly are. In contrast to NRLMOL which determines the

coulomb and exchange-correlation potentials analytically from the Gaussian representation of

the wavefunctions, Siesta employs fast Fourier transform of the residual charge density (after

subtraction of dominant atom-centered contributions) for the solution of the Poisson equation,

that also yields high (and controllable) accuracy needed especially in the calculation of forces

and optimization of structure. Moreover, for periodic systems (as molecular magnets gener-

ally are, in a crystalline state) the components of stress tensor are calculated, and can be used

for simultaneous optimization of lattice parameters and internal coordinates subject to target

pressure. Particularly important for magnetic systems is the option of treating “non-collinear”

(i.e., not diagonal in the spin space) density matrix, that allows to simulate deviations of local

magnetic moments from the global magnetic axis – for a recent application, see Postnikov et al.

(2003b). Differently from two above discussed methods, Siesta is not all-electron one but em-

ploys norm-conserving pseudopotentials (Troullier and Martins, 1991, among other choices) and

allows to apply the core correction after Louie et al. (1982). As the basis set is of localized func-

tions and not planewaves, the use of hard pseudopotentials, like those of transition metals (also

“small core”, with semicore states attributed to the valence band) or oxygen, is not problematic.

Siesta was designed in view of large distorted systems and dynamical simulations therein, so

that properties of space group (or point group) symmetry are essentially lost. Therefore no

special treatment of symmetrized molecular orbitals is provided.

As with other pseudopotential methods Siesta in its present version requires some care in

choosing and testing pseudopotentials prior to calculation, and, moreover, in choosing basis

orbitals. A certain freedom in the tuning of the latter is more matter of experience than of

consistent control in a variational procedure (as is the case with planewave cutoff). Whereas

being, as a rule, reasonably workable, such settings are difficult to consistently improve. More
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insight in the problem of basis sets was provided by Sánchez-Portal et al. (1996) and Junquera

et al. (2001).

The application of Siesta to molecular magnets is relatively new. We outline some recent results

below.

4.4 Discrete variational method

The discrete variational method (DVM) (Painter and Ellis, 1970; Rosen et al., 1976), one

of earliest DFT schemes to find applications in chemistry, seems to be potentially very well

suited for the studies on molecular magnets. The method is all-electron one, it uses basis of

numerical atomic orbitals, and the 3-dimensional integration over the space outside the spheres

circumscribing core regions of each atom is done on a pseudorandom numerical grid. DVM was

used in one of the first ab initio calculations of electronic structure of the Mn12-acetate (Zeng

et al., 1999). Apart from discussing charge states, magnetic moments and local DOS of three

distinct groups of Mn and O atoms in the molecule, which largely remained uncontested by

subsequent calculations, Zeng et al. estimated Heisenberg exchange parameters in the magnetic

transition state scheme (Gubanov and Ellis, 1980), an extension of Slater’s original transition

state ansatz, through a procedure outlined above in Sec. 3. Flipping the spin at one atom and

detecting the shift of the 3d-energy level on another one due to induced magnetic polarization

helps to arrive at a system of equations where different interatomic exchange parameters are

coupled. For the sake of simplicity and the clearness of analysis, only collective (non-symmetry-

breaking) spin flips on all atoms belonging to each set of Mn atoms, – Mn(1) in the inner cubane,

Mn(2) and Mn(3) in the peripheral region, see Fig. 1, – were allowed in the analysis of Zeng

et al.. This means that four spins within each group always remained rigidly ferromagnetically

coupled. It resulted in a system of three equations, whence the values of J12, J23 and J13 could

have been determined. The DFT results were explicitly fitted to the Heisenberg Hamiltonian

of the form of Eq. (2). However, the parameters J11 etc., representing the coupling within each

group, did not appear in the fit, because the spin excitations necessary to probe them, which

would break the symmetry of the molecule, were not allowed. Their inclusion in an otherwise

organized calculation could result in renormalization of exchange parameters.

The values of J12, J23 and J13 are given in Table 1; they are all negative, i.e. indicate an AFM

coupling (as could be expected due to a more-than-90◦ superexchange pathway through bridging

oxygens), and hence frustration in accommodating three spin subsets.

4.5 Planwave methods

The use of planewave basis for calculation on molecules is, as was mentioned above, com-

putationally inefficient, but technically feasible and, with sufficiently high cutoff, also ulti-

mately accurate. Massobrio and Ruiz (2003) recently compared straightforward (from the to-

tal energy difference in low-spin and high-spin configuration) estimates of Heisenberg-model

exchange parameters J for several Cu-based binuclear molecules: Cu2(CH3COO)4, [Cu2(µ-

OH)2(bipyrimidine)2](NO3)2·4H2O and [(dpt)Cu(µ-Cl)2Cu(dpt)]Cl2 (dpt= dipropylenetriamine),

using identical norm-conserving pseudopotentials and exchange-correlation scheme (among other,
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Table 1: Electronic structure parameters of Mn12 from ab initio calculations.

Method Magnetic moments (µB ) Heisenberg exchange parameters (K)

Mn(1) Mn(2) Mn(3) J12 J13 J23

DVMa 3.056 −3.889 −4.039 −136 −72 −102

NRLMOLb 2.57 −3.63 −3.58 −57 −41 −8

LMTOc, U=4 eV 2.72 −3.44 −3.65 −53 −47 −19

LMTOc, U=8 eV 2.92 −3.52 −3.84 −47 −26 −7

aZeng et al. (1999); LDA.
bPederson and Khanna (1999c); GGA; moments within a sphere of 2.5 Bohr. J values by Park

et al. (2003b).
cBoukhvalov et al. (2002); LDA+U ; moments within spheres of 2.7/2.8 Bohr (inner/outer Mn

atoms).

differing options) as with Gaussian-type basis functions. The largest system consisted of 62

atoms, a moderate number by the standards of a calculation with localized basis functions. For

the computational load with the planewave basis, however, it is the size of the simulation box

that primarily matters. Here its linear size of 18.5 Å resulted in about 2.4·106 plane waves for

the expansion of charge density and demanded hours of highly parallelized execution. The small

values of J obtained in the plane-wave calculation (−518, −95 and +61 cm−1, correspondingly)

were of correct correct sign and order of magnitude in all cases, although deviations in absolute

value, from experimental estimate and between different exchange-correlation flavors, were up

to 50%.

5 Some recent developments

In the following we outline some recent results on relatively “new” molecular magnets, i.e.

systems which have only become available during the last few years, For the study of their

electronic characteristics several questions arose which our calculations attempted to clarify.

“Ferric wheels” gained interest, not in the last place, because of their “esthetically reward-

ing” (Gatteschi and Pardi, 2003) shape. Two examples discussed below have an AFM ground

state; consequently they might find applications related to quantum tunneling and quantum

computing. Other structurally similar (although chemically different) examples include 3d

ions (notably Mn) at larger distances, with magnetic interactions mediated by organic radical

groups that lead to strong antiferromagnetic couplings of Mn ions. An example is the molecule

[Mn(hfac)2(NITPh)]6 (hfac= hexafluoroacetylacetonate, NITPh= 2-phenyl-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-

4,5-dihydro-1H-imidazol-1-oxy-3-oxide), see Gatteschi and Pardi (2003) with a net spin of S=12.

“Ferric stars” include a central 3d ion to which peripheric ions couple antiferromagnetically which

results in a net spin value in the ground state. Due to their not-negligible magnetic anisotropy

these systems look like possible prototypes for magnetic storage. Ni4 is a seemingly simple mag-

netic molecule for which a fit of experimental data of magnetization vs. magnetic field to the
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Heisenberg model fails quite dramatically, and possible reasons for deviation have been studied,

with the help of first-principles calculations. Finally, we consider a two-nuclei model system with

the aim to study the effect of intraatomic correlation (“Hubbard U”) on the electronic struc-

ture and interatomic magnetic interactions in a more numerically accurate calculation than has

yet been accomplished (for Mn12 by TB-LMTO, Boukhvalov et al.). In the most recent case

the calculations have been performed with the FLAPW method (FLEUR homepage), for other

systems – by methods using atom-centered localized basis functions, either Siesta or NRLMOL.

5.1 “Ferric wheels”

Hexanuclear “ferric wheels” MFe6[N(CH2CH2O)3]6Cl (M = Li, Na, see Fig. 5), the systems

to be discussed below, were synthesized at the Institut für Organische Chemie in Erlangen

(Saalfrank et al., 1997) and labeled as substances 4 and 3 in the latter publication. There exist

a large family of ferric wheels with a different even number (N = 6, 8, 10, 12, 18) of iron atoms

(Abbati et al., 1997; Caneschi et al., 1996, 1999, 1995; Pilawa et al., 1997; Saalfrank et al., 1997;

Taft et al., 1994; Taft and Lippard, 1990; Waldmann et al., 2001, 1999; Watton et al., 1997).

Besides the ferric ones, there have been reports on wheels with other transition metal ions such

as an eight membered Cr(III) wheel (van Slageren et al., 2002), a Cu(II) (Lascialfari et al., 2000;

Rentschler et al., 1996), a Co(II) (Brechin et al., 2002), a Mn(II) (Abbati et al., 1998) and a 24

membered Ni(II) wheel (Dearden et al., 2001). The latter structure contains the largest so far

number of transition metal ions in a wheel-like structure. Synthesis of odd-numbered magnetic

wheels or necklesses appears to be a nontrivial task.

Fe atoms in these compounds are connected by oxo-bridges, that are reminescent of the 90◦

coupling of magnetic atoms in transition-metal oxides. The nearest coordination of the Fe atom

is octahedral; two pairs of O ions form bridges to the neighboring Fe atoms on both sides; the

fifth oxygen (referred to below as “apical”) and the nitrogen ion are connected by the C2H4

group. The octahedra are slightly distorted, to accommodate the stiffness of oxo-bridges with

the curvature of the molecular backbone. While the Fe–O–Fe angles differ slightly in the Li-

centered and Na-centered wheels (101.1◦ and 103.3◦, respectively), the structure of the two

molecules is almost identical.

According to magnetization and torque measurements by Waldmann et al. (1999), these systems

are characterized by S=5/2 on the Fe site, thus implying a highly ionized Fe(III) state. Moreover,

a fit to the spin Hamiltonian of the Heisenberg model (2) yields the J values of −18 to −20

K for the Li-wheel (depending on sample and method) and −22.5 to −25 K for the Na-wheel,

thus implying an AFM ground state (Waldmann et al., 1999). X-ray photoelectron and X-ray

emission spectroscopy studies (Postnikov et al., 2003a) allowed for probing of the electronic

structure in the valence band and on the Fe site, albeit without resolution in spin. Whereas the

magnetic measurements data are by now well established, the spatially resolved distribution of

magnetization was not yet accessed prior to the present calculation. Specifically, we compare the

results of electronic structure calculations by two different methods within the DFT, Siesta and

NRLMOL (see the discussion on the methods in Sec. 4). In both cases we used the generalized

gradient approximation after Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (1996). We emphasize that the most

important difference between two methods, in what regards the present study, is that Siesta
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Figure 5: Structure and spin density distribution in “ferric wheel” molecules. Left panel: two

views of the Li-centered molecule. The Li ion is in the middle of the ring; the distant Cl ion

included in the simulation is not shown; the rest of (electrically neutral) solvent is neglected.

Right panel: iso-surfaces correspond to ±0.01e/Å
3
, according to NRLMOL calculation (Post-

nikov et al., 2003c). While most of the magnetic moment is localized at the Fe atoms, there is

still some spin polarization on O and N.

uses norm-conserving pseudopotentials whereas NRLMOL implements an all-electron method.

For an ab initio pseudopotential code such as Siesta, benchmark calculations, based on the

very accurate NRLMOL suite of codes, aid in accessing the accuracy of pseudo-potential based

methods in some critical cases and/or for new systems.

We outline below the results obtained by Siesta for the Li-centered molecule, and by NRLMOL –

for the Na-centered one, as presented in more detail by Postnikov et al. (2003c). The NRLMOL

treatment was restricted to the ground-state AFM configuration (alternating orientations of

Fe magnetic moments over the ring); the Siesta calculation addressed in addition different

magnetic configurations, that allowed for the extraction of DFT-based exchange parameters.

Fig. 6 displays the partial densities of states (DOS) on Fe and its several neighbors in the

AFM configuration, as calculated by both methods. The discrete levels of the energy spectra

are weighted (with the charge density integrated over atom-centered spheres in NRLMOL, or
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Figure 6: Atom- and spin-resolved partial densities of states as calculated for Li-centered

molecule by Siesta (left panel) and for Na-centered molecule by NRLMOL (right panel). The

DOS at the Fe site is scaled down by a factor of 2 relative to other constituents. The numbering

of atoms which are neighbors to the Fe atom is shown in the inset. See text for details on the

calculation.

according to Mulliken population analysis in Siesta), and broadened for presentational purposes

with broadening parameter of 0.15 eV (Siesta) and 0.14 eV (NRLMOL). The local moments

corresponding to integrating such partial DOS over occupied states are given in Table 2. Both

calculations give a consistent description of state densities at Fe and O sites, even though this

property is rather loosely defined (and its calculation differently implemented in Siesta and

NRLMOL).

Notably, both methods find the local magnetic moments on Fe sites very close to 4 µB and

not to 5 µB as is generally assumed, based on the above mentioned magnetization data. The

maximal magnetization S=5/2 of the Fe atom corresponds to a Fe(III)-ion with in 3d5
↑d

0
↓ config-

uration. Our first-principles calculations suggest a somewhat different picture: the minority-spin

DOS has a non-zero occupation due to the hybridization (chemical bonding) of Fe3d with O2p

states. However, the magnetic polarization in the organic ligand which provides the octahedral

coordination for the iron atoms, due to Fe is substantial, the most pronounced effect being on
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the apical oxygen atom (which is not participating in the bonding to the next Fe neighbor).

Taken together with the (smaller) polarization of the bridging oxygen atoms and magnetization

at the nitrogen site, the distributed magnetic moment per Fe atom yields 5 µB, recovering the

agreement with the magnetization results.

A clear visualization of the above discussed delocalized (or, rather, distributed) magnetic mo-

ment associated with the Fe atom comes from the map of spin density, obtained from the NRL-

MOL calculation (Fig. 5, right panel). One should take into account that the volume enclosed

by the iso-surfaces is not directly correlated to the total moment at the site. One sees moreover

an absence of magnetization on carbon and hydrogen sites. The fact that the magnetization

is noticeable and changes its sign when passing through bridge oxygen atoms emphasizes the

failure of methods depending the spherical averaging of atom-centered potentials.

An important consequence is that the charge state of iron is not Fe(III) but more close to Fe(II),

according to our (JK+AP) calculations. Moreover, the distributed magnetic moment behaves

like a rigid one, in a sense that it can be inverted, following a spin flip on a Fe site. This

is illustrated by the analysis of other magnetic configurations, done with Siesta (Postnikov

et al., 2003a). The local DOS does not change considerably when switching from AFM to

FM configuration – only the HOMO/LUMO gap becomes less pronounced, and a slight ferro-

magnetic shift between the two spin bands appears.

For the sake of improving both the stability of convergence with Siesta and for pinning down

a particular spin configuration (FM, or with one or more Fe magnetic moments inverted), we

applied the FSM scheme (Schwarz and Mohn, 1984) in the calculation. Imposing an (integer)

spin moment per molecule fixes the number of electrons in two spin channels and removes a

possibility of spin flips, which are a major source of numerical instability, as there are many nearly

degenerate states in the vicinity of the Fermi level in the molecule (and no symmetry constraints

on these states in Siesta). The FSM procedure would normally split the common chemical

potential in two separate ones, for majority- and minority-spin channels, that corresponds to

an effective external magnetic field and hence to additional (Zeeman) term in the total energy,

in analogy with Eq. (4). Since molecular magnets possess a HOMO-LUMO gap, the latter

correction must only be considered if such gaps in two spin channels do not overlap. Fig. 7 shows

the total energy values and energy gaps for FSM values of 30 µB (FM case), 20 and 10 µB (one

and two local moments inverted, correspondingly); 0 (alternate-spin AFM case). A linear change

Table 2: Local magnetic moments M at Fe and its neighbors. NRLMOL results correspond to

spin density integrated over sphere of radius R centered at corresponding atom; Siesta values

are due to Mulliken population analysis.

Atom R(a.u.) M(µB), NRLMOL M(µB), Siesta

Fe 2.19 3.85 3.91

O (apical) 1.25 0.20 0.30

O (bridge) 1.25 ±0.01 ±0.02

N 1.32 0.07 0.09
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Figure 7: Total energy per Fe atom (left panel) and energy gap in two spin channels (right panel;

shaded area – majority-spin, thick lines – minority-spin) from fixed spin moment calculations.

of the total energy while inverting one and then two local moments from the FM configuration

is what would be expected from the Heisenberg model with “rigid” magnetic moments (in the

sense that their S values do not depend on the total spin of the system), assuming moreover that

only nearest-neighbors interactions between spins are important. An additional justification of

the validity of the Heisenberg model comes from an observation that the magnitudes of local

magnetic moments at Fe atoms always remain close (within several per cent) to 4 µB, and the

partial DOS on Fe sites remains largely unaffected by the actual magnetic ordering. Similarly

unaffected is a pattern of local magnetic moments at O and N neighbors of a particular Fe atom,

always getting inverted as the latter experiences a spin flip. Keeping this in mind, and assuming

Heisenberg-model spin Hamiltonian as in Section 1 with the S value of 5/2 (i.e., for the total

spin which gets inverted), we arrive at the estimate for −J of around 80 K (over both 30→20 and

20→10 µB flips). This is qualitatively correct (i.e. indicates a preference toward AFM coupling)

and even of correct order of magnitude. However, two observations can be made here. First,

the “true” AFM configuration (with half of magnetic moments inverted on the ring) does not

follow the linear trend (see Fig. 7) and lies actually higher in energy than the configuration with

two spins inverted. The origin of this is not yet clear to us at the moment. There are several

possibilities, the zero-FSM configuration is, technically,the most difficult to converge, so some

numerical instability can still play a role. On the other hand, a true (mixed) quantum-mechanical

ground state of a system with six coupled S=5/2 spins may win over both our DFT solutions

which correspond to selected values Sz=0 or Sz=5 of the total spin. Moreover, the necessity to

include magnetic interactions beyond first neighbors, not yet considered at the moment, might

further complicate the situation. The second observation concerns the magnitude of exchange

parameter J and the fact that it is probably overestimated by a factor of ∼4 in our calculation.
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The origin of this lies most probably in on-site correlations, which, if treated accurately beyond

the standard schemes of the DFT, would primarily affect localized Fe3d states, shifting the bulk

of occupied states downwards in energy, the bulk of unoccupied states upwards, expanding the

energy gap, and – whatever scheme to use for estimating exchange parameters – substantially

reducing their magnitude. This has been recently shown for another molecular magnet (Mn12)

by Boukhvalov et al. (2002) – see the discussion on Mn12 above and our analysis of a model

binuclear system below.

Summarizing our analysis of the electronic structure of Li- and Na-centered “ferric wheels”, one

can conclude that local magnetic moments on Fe sites seem to be 4 µB rather than 5 µB as is

often assumed. This implies the valence state closer to Fe(II) than to Fe(III), with a substantial

covalent part in the Fe–O bonding. The local spin of S=5/2 per iron site consistent with

magnetization measurements is however recovered if one takes the magnetization of neighboring

atoms into account. The ability to calculate Wannier functions in such systems may provide

much more reliable estimates of projected moments than are currently offered by either Mulliken

methods or methods based on moments within a sphere. It is the largest on the apical oxygen

atom, followed by smaller moments on nitrogen and the bridging oxygen atoms. This picture is

well confirmed by a spatial distribution of spin density.

With respect to its magnetic interactions, this system can be mapped reasonably well onto the

Heisenberg model; hence we deal with rigid magnetic moments which are nevertheless delocalized

– an interesting counter-example to a common belief that the Heisenberg model primarily applies

to localized spins.

5.2 Ni4

Mo12 cage + Ni4 tetrahdron
Mo–Ni are bonded
via oxygen bridges

full molecular unit

Figure 8: Buildup of the “Ni4” molecular unit.

“Ni4” is a shorthand notation for a molecular crystal [Mo12O30(µ2–OH)10H2{Ni(H2O)3}4] · 14

H2O, synthetisized and characterized by Müller et al. (2000). This material crystallizes in a

structure containing two formula units (shown in Fig. 8), related by the 180◦ rotation around

an edge of the Ni4 tetrahedron. The Ni–Ni distance is 6.6–6.7 Å, and magnetic interactions are

mediated by a longer path than in the systems discussed above.

Magnetic properties are due to NiII ions in the 3d8 configuration (s=1); the ground state is an-
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Figure 9: Left panel: local DOS of atoms at the Ni–Ni magnetic path. Right panel: a scheme

of energy levels in different spin configurations of “Ni4” according to the Heisenberg model and

from first-principles calculations.

tiferromagnetic. An intriguing aspect of this compound is that the measured zero-field magnetic

susceptibility can be very well mapped onto the Heisenberg model, whereas the measurements

of magnetization cannot. The inclusion of different anisotropy terms in the Heisenberg model in

order to improve the description of experiment had only limited success (Brüger, 2003). First-

principles calculations have been performed using the Siesta method in order to access the

electronic structure and estimate the magnitudes of magnetic interaction parameters.

Similarly as in the case of the “ferric-wheel” system discussed above, the FSM scheme was used

for pinning down different spin configurations and comparing their total energies. The local

DOS is practically indistinguishable for the cases of zero total moment (the AFM structure,

which has indeed, in agreement with experiment, the lowest total energy) and configurations

with local magnetic moments inverted at one or two Ni atoms (yielding, in the last case, the FM

configuration). The local moment per atom in these cases agrees with the s=1 estimation derived

from magnetization measurements. As was discussed above for other magnetic molecules, the

magnetic moment is not fully localized on the Ni ion; small but non-negligible magnetization

is induced on neighboring oxygen atoms, and even on more distant Mo atoms (Fig. 9, left

panel). As the Ni–Ni interaction path is much longer than in other earlier discussed magnetic

molecules (see inset in Fig. 9), the energy differences between configurations with FSM values
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Figure 10: Total energy (left panel) and HOMO-LUMO gap (right panel) from FSM calculations

of “Ni4”. See text for details.

of 0, 4 and 8 µB are small. These solutions are separated by other magnetic configurations

which can be converged (2 and 6 µB) and correspond to a non-magnetic configuration of one Ni

atom, with unchanged and differently coupled s=1 at three others (as schematically shown in

Fig. 10, left panel). Energies of these intermediate configurations are substantially higher, and

HOMO-LUMO gaps in two spin channels move apart, indicating the necessity of an external

magnetic field (hence additional Zeeman energy) for stabilizing these artificial configurations.

On the contrary, the three lowest-energy configurations have HOMO-LUMO gaps common for

both spin directions (Fig. 10, right panel), therefore the mapping to the Heisenberg model can

be done directly, without considering the Zeeman term.

An attempt of such mapping is schematically shown in the right panel of Fig. 9; obviously the

sequence of energies of the configurations with one or two spins inverted (starting from the

FM solution) is only in qualitative agreement with the Heisenberg model, but numerical energy

differences do not allow for the evaluation of a unique value of J , in contrast to the case of “ferric

wheel” discussed above. At best, one can make a rough estimate of the order of magnitude of

−J , that yields 30 – 90 K.

This failure suggests that the magnetic interactions in “Ni4” are strongly anisotropic. However,

an adequate mapping of first-principles results onto models including the anisotropy would

require the inclusion of spin-orbit interaction in the calculation, and this is not yet available in

Siesta. This feature is however included in NRLMOL and some of the progress along these

lines is outlined below.
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5.3 Magnetic anisotropy in single molecule magnets

As a modification of Eq. (4) which introduced the anisotropy in the simplest form, we distinguish

in the following between axial and transverse anisotropy, with their corresponding parameters

D and E. They enter the magnetic spin Hamiltonian (only second order terms) as follows:

H = DS2
z +E(S2

x − S2
y), (43)

The values of the axial anisotropy D are available from a number of experiments for different

SMM, and for several SMM first-principle calculations have been carried out with the use of the

NRLMOL code. These results are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3: Comparison of the calculated by NRLMOL and experimental magnetic anisotropy

parameter D for the single molecule magnets. See theory references for computational details.

Molecule S D(K)

Theory Experiment

Mn12O12(O2CH)16(H2O)4 10 −0.56a −0.56b

[Fe8O2(OH)12(C6H15N3)6Br6]
2+ 10 −0.53c −0.30d

[Mn10O4(2,2’-biphenoxide)4Br12]
4− 13 −0.06e −0.05f

Co4(CH2C5H4N)4(CH3OH)4Acl4 6 −0.64g −0.7 – −0.9h

Fe4(OCH2)6(C4H9ON)6 5 −0.56i −0.57j

Cr[N(Si(CH3)3)2]3 3/2 −2.49i −2.66k

Mn9O34C32N3H35 17/2 −0.33 −0.32l

Ni4O16C16H40 4 −0.385 −0.40l

Mn4O3Cl4(O2CCH2CH3)3(NC5H5)3 9/2 −0.58m −0.72n

aPederson and Khanna (1999a,b), bBarra et al. (1997); Mertes et al. (2001), cKortus et al. (2001b),

dDressel et al. (2003), eKortus et al. (2002a), fBarra et al. (1999), gBaruah and Pederson (2002),

hMurrie et al. (2003), iKortus et al. (2002c), jSchromm et al. (2003), kBradley et al. (1973), lRajaraman

and Wimpenny, mPark et al. (2003c), nWernsdorfer et al. (2002).

In all the cases presented here the calculated spin ordering is in agreement with experiment.

The calculated D parameters for Mn12, Mn10, Mn9, the ferric star Fe4 and Cr-amide molecular

magnets are in excellent agreement with experimental values. The only remarkable discrepancy

is found for Fe8, a system which seems to pose complications for the DFT treatment. Apparently

the DFT may be unable to predict the ground state density accurately enough due to impor-

tant electronic correlations beyond the mean-field treatment or missing Madelung stabilization

(absent in the isolated system).

The SMM listed in Table 3 are in general characterized by a high spin ground-state. However,

a high spin state does not necessarily correlate with a high anisotropy barrier. The prefactor D

is also very important. In order to increase the barrier one has to understand and control D,

which will be the main goal of future research in this area. In all cases where the E parameter is
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not zero by symmetry it has been predicted with similar accuracy as D – see relevant references

for details.

The results obtained make one confident in the predictive power of the formalism. It has

been already mentioned that a microscopic understanding (based on the electronic structure of

SMM) of the magnetic anisotropy parameters is crucial for the rational design of single molecule

magnets.

In the following we will discuss some selected recent results of the not so well known single

molecule magnets.

5.3.1 Co4 magnet

A new Co-based ferromagnetic SMM with the complete chemical formula Co4(hmp)4(CH3OH)4Cl4

(hmp− is the deprotonated hydroxymethylpyridine), has achieved great interest due to the high

anisotropy energy. A simulation by Baruah and Pederson (2002) resulted in the prediction of

two new, energetically noncompetitive structural conformations with even higher anisotropy.

Specifically, the magnetic anisotropy energy per Co atom was estimated from the experiment to

be 25–50 K (Yang et al., 2002). Although, newer experiments on a similar Co4-cluster find signif-

icantly smaller total anisotropy energies of about 29 K (Murrie et al., 2003), in better agreement

with calculated values of 23, 160 and 50 K for the lowest energy and two higher energy phases

found in the calculation. As already mentioned above, a large magnetic anisotropy is a prereq-

uisite for potential applications of molecular magnets as “microdomains” for magnetic storage.

An additional requirement, the existence of a net spin moment, is also satisfied here, with S=6

per molecular unit in the parallel (high spin) configuration, in all three isomers. Especially given

that the earlier calculated results of Baruah et al. compare more favorably with the more recent

experimental results, a first-principle calculation might guide and stimulate practically relevant

experimental research on this promising family of molecular magnets.

5.3.2 Fe4-star

This material (of which several analogues with different central atom are known by now) realizes

net spin moment in relatively compact and highly symmetric molecule due to AFM coupling of

peripheric Fe atoms to the central one. The structure of the Fe4 “ferric star” is shown in Fig. 11.

All iron atoms are in the Fe3+ state, and the resulting ferrimagnetic arrangement has total S = 5.

Similar to the other molecular magnets only states within an energy window of about 5 eV around

the Fermi level contribute to the magnetic anisotropy. The symmetry of the cluster allows for

a rhombohedral E contribution to the spin Hamiltonian. Using the experimental geometry

(Schromm et al., 2003) as a starting point for the calculation the theoretical value of |E|=0.064

K is in good agreement with the experimental one (|E|=0.056 K). 12 This agreement is relatively

stable with respect to geometry changes. Total anisotropy barriers change normally only by a

few K at most, although in some cases the agreement between theory and experiment becomes

worse by optimizing the molecular geometry in the calculations. This can be understood because

the geometry optimization is done for a single isolated molecule neglecting crystal packing effects

12The sign of E depends on the definition of the axis.
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Figure 11: The molecular structure of the Fe4-star. The Fe atoms are shown by large spheres.

and interactions in the molecular crystal which are important for the real molecular geometry.

5.3.3 Mn10 cluster

Ten Mn atoms form a tetrahedron-like structure with Mn atoms at the corners and at the middle

of the tetrahedron edges, all bridged by oxygen ions (Barra et al., 1999). Two of the Mn atoms are

coupled antiferromagnetically to all the rest. The calculation by Kortus et al. (2002a) suggests

an ionic picture that the first Mn has an Mn3+ (S = 2) state, whereas the other two are Mn2+

(S = 5/2). Due to the symmetry of the cluster, the two types of majority spin Mn atoms have

a multiplicity of 4 whereas the minority spin Mn atom has a multiplicity of 2, resulting in the

S = 4×2+4×5/2−2×5/2 = 13 magnetic ground state. This magnetic core is further stabilized

by organic rings which are also connected to the oxygen atoms. This molecular unit with the

chemical formula [Mn10O4(2,2’-biphenoxide)4Br12]
4− is charged and compensated by another

molecular cluster containing a single manganese atom, [(CH3CH2)3NH]2[Mn(CH3CN)4(H2O)2].

The calculations confirms the experimental suggestion that the magnetic anisotropy is only due

to the functional unit containing 10 Mn atoms. The compensating cluster behaves paramag-

netically with the Mn atom in a +2 charge state and spin s = 5/2. As shown by Kortus et al.

(2002a), the single Mn-complex exhibits the easy-plane behavior with the energy well of only

0.1 K. The majority-spin gap in Mn10 is much smaller than the minority-spin one. Those matrix

elements of Eq. (35) related to the occupied majority-spin states contribute in favor of an easy

axis behavior whereas the matrix elements from the occupied minority-spin channel favor easy

plane. These tendencies compete and cancel each other to a large extent. Only due to the larger

contribution from the occupied majority-spin channel the complete Mn10 cluster ends up as an

easy-axis system. Therefore, in spite of the fact that Mn10 possesses a high-spin state (S is

larger than in Mn12-ac), the anisotropy barrier in this system is small. Kortus et al. (2002a)
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a) b)

Figure 12: Isosurface (dark blue) at 0.005 e/a3
B of the square of the wavefunctions (a: occupied

majority state; b: unoccupied minority state) that contribute most to the matrix elements M σσ′

ij

of Eq. (35). Light blue: Mn, yellow: Br, red: O, green: C atoms. It is clearly visible that the

matrix element connects majority and minority d-states at the same Mn atom.

found that the removal of subsets of the Br ions will change the magnetic anisotropy drastically

due to large perturbations of the electronic structure. However, neutralizing the electric field

due to Br ions by an external potential in the calculations changed the anisotropy barrier by

less than 1 K. Therefore, one can conclude that the electric fields created by the Br ions do not

have any significant effect on the magnetic properties of the molecule, in contrast to chemical

interactions.

One of the advantages of the first-principles approach is the possibility to control in detail the

interactions and states which are important for a certain physical property in order to gain

a microscopic understanding. Eq. (35) shows that the barrier is related to matrix elements

between occupied and unoccupied orbitals in the majority and minority spin channels. Besides

the discrimination associated with spin pairing, we can analyze which electronic states mostly

contribute to the matrix elements M σσ′

ij . In Fig. 12 we display plots of the square of the

wavefunctions of the occupied majority state and the unoccupied minority state that contribute

to the matrix element Mσσ′

ij with the largest absolute value.13 It is clearly visible that the states

of interest are d-states localized at the same Mn atom. In this case, the states are localized at

the minority spin Mn atoms.

5.4 Some results of the V15 spin system

As already mentioned, the V15 system remains of great interest for studies on quantum coher-

ence and relaxation phenomena, despite not having any sizeable magnetic anisotropy barrier

(Chaboussant et al., 2002; Chiorescu et al., 2000; Gatteschi et al., 1991; Kortus et al., 2001a).

The dynamics of the magnetization relaxation depends on the spin-phonon interaction at finite

temperatures and an intrinsic phonon-bottleneck with a characteristic ’butterfly’ hysteresis has

13Please note, that the value of the magnetic anisotropy energy is not determined by a single dominant contri-

bution, but results from the sum of many contributions with different signs.
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been demonstrated by Chiorescu et al. (2000). Due to several very recent experimental studies

on this system it became possible to check the quality of the electronic structure calculation.

In a joint theoretical and experimental study by Boukhvalov et al. (2003) the system has been

investigated using the LSDA+U band structure calculations [the same computational method

as referred to above, for calculations by the same group on Mn12-ac, Boukhvalov et al. (2002)]

and measured X-ray photoelectron and fluorescence spectra. Comparing experimental data with

the results of electronic structure calculations the authors conclude that the LMTO LSDA+U

method provides a good description of the electronic structure of V15.

Choi et al. (2003) report the reflectance and optical conductivity of solid V15 over a wide energy

range. The band centered at 1.2 eV is assigned as a V dd transition, and other features at

3.7, 4.3, and 5.6 eV are attributed to Op-Vd charge transfer excitations. The comparison of

the results to recent electronic structure calculations (Boukhvalov et al., 2003; Kortus et al.,

2001a,b) show good agreement with all these calculations without clearly favoring any U value.

Chaboussant et al. (2002) report an Inelastic Neutron Scattering study of the fully deuterated

molecular compound. They deliver direct confirmation that the essential physics at low tem-

perature is determined by three weakly coupled spin-(1/2) on a triangle. Interestingly, the

experiment allowed to determine the effective exchange coupling of 0.211 meV within the trian-

gle and the gap between the two spin-(1/2) doublets of the ground state. This direct interaction

had been predicted earlier by Kortus et al. (2001a) with an value of 0.55 meV.

The work by Kortus et al. (2001a) utilized an efficient coupled multilevel analysis which relied on

fitting density-functional energies to mean-field Heisenberg or Ising energies in order to determine

the exchange parameters. The approximate exchange parameters gleaned from the first N Ising

configurations were used to find the next lowest energy Ising configuration and subsequently to

improve the parameterization of the exchange parameters. The “self consistency” criterion in

this approach was the check as to whether the predicted Ising levels remain unchanged under the

addition of data from new Ising configurations. This mapping of DFT results on a classical Ising

model allowed for the determination of the exchange parameters by considering only several spin

configurations.

The data used to determine the exchange parameters from a least square fit to the mean-field

solution of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (Eq. 2) are displayed in Table 4. The fit is very good

(with errors ranging from 0.1 to 1.55 meV) and leads to exchange parameters (in the notations

of Fig. 4) of J = 290.3 meV, J ′= −22.7 meV, J ′′=15.9 meV, J1 = 13.8 meV, J2 = 23.4 meV and

J3 = 0.55 meV, where positive numbers correspond to AFM and negative to FM interactions.

The ferromagnetic interaction J ′ is a surprising result and deserves further discussion since it is

qualitatively different from earlier assumptions based on entirely AFM interactions (Chiorescu

et al., 2000; Gatteschi et al., 1991). A FM coupling is possible without polarizing the oxygens

through a fourth order process similar to super-exchange. In super-exchange, the intermediate

state has the lowest d-orbital on the V atom doubly occupied with up and down electrons.

However, electrons can also hop to higher energy d-orbitals. In this case both parallel and

antiparallel spins are allowed without violating the Pauli exclusion principle, and consistently

with the Hund’s first rule the parallel spin alignment is preferred. The superexchange (within

the same d-orbital) completely excludes the electrons of the same spin electrons whereas the
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Table 4: DFT energies (E in meV) of calculated Ising configurations, energies obtained from

the fit, and 4〈Sq
i S

q
j 〉 along each of the six bonds. Also included is the anisotropy shift δ for

the Ms = S state of each Ising configuration. A least square fit of this data leads to exchange

parameters of J=290.3, J ′=−22.7, J”=15.9, J1=13.8, J2=23.4 and J3=0.55 meV.

E Fit J J ′ J ′′ J1 J2 J3 Spin Label δ (K)

−78.37 −78.44 −6 2 −2 6 −6 −1 1/2 I 0.8

−73.39 −73.63 −6 2 −2 4 −4 −1 1/2 II

−35.48 −35.08 −6 −2 2 4 −4 −1 1/2 III

−34.89 −34.53 −6 −2 2 4 −4 3 3/2 IV

0.00 −0.79 −6 −6 6 6 −6 3 3/2 V 1.5

8.38 8.28 −6 −6 6 2 −2 −1 1/2 VI 1.3

28.14 28.08 −6 −6 6 −6 6 3 3/2 VII

126.32 126.14 −4 −4 6 4 −6 3 1/2 VIII

129.17 128.88 −4 −4 2 6 −4 3 5/2 IX

278.35 278.50 −2 −6 2 4 −4 3 3/2 X

434.22 435.78 0 0 6 6 0 3 9/2 XI 1.6

760.75 760.76 6 6 6 −6 −6 3 9/2 XII 1.6

873.11 872.35 6 6 6 6 6 3 15/2 XIII 1.8

ferromagnetic process (different participating d-orbitals) merely favors FM alignment. Thus

a FM coupling is obtained if the V-O hopping matrix elements into the higher d-orbital are

significantly larger than the matrix elements for the hopping of O electrons into the lowest

energy d-orbital. The occurrence of such interactions are possible in a low-symmetry system

such as V15. Even with this FM interaction, the spin Hamiltonian yields an S=1/2 ground

state composed largely of Ising configurations similar to the one depicted in Fig. 4. This Ising

configuration was predicted from the J ’s from the earlier fits to DFT energies and corresponds

to the ground state DFT configuration (I).

Comparing the calculated susceptibility with experiment (Chiorescu et al., 2000), one finds the

that low-temperature behavior is not well reproduced and the doublet-quadruplet gap ∆ ≈ 10K

is significantly larger than the experimental value of ∆ ≈ 3.7K, while the high-temperature

behavior shows that calculated value of J is too large.

Both of these discrepancies can be explained almost entirely by a J that is too large within the

density-functional-based treatment. The large value of J can be attributed to both exchange

processes through the oxygens and to direct exchange between the V. If direct exchange is im-

portant, the value of J will be influenced greatly by the overlap between the V atoms. Electronic

correlations included in form of LDA+U may help to improve the agreement with experiment,

because the overlap between the d-orbitals of the vanadium atoms will be decreased by shift-

ing the occupied d-orbitals down in energy by U . Similarly, self-interaction corrections (SIC)

(Svane and Gunnarsson, 1988, 1990) will lower the magnitude of J because it will localize the

V d-orbitals more, reducing the overlap of the wavefunctions.
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Without including a direct exchange interaction between the vanadium atoms in the inner

triangle (J3 = 0), reducing J to 70 meV and slightly reducing the difference between J1 and

J2 yields the experimentally observed effective moment. Although, another set of only anti-

ferromagnetic interactions (Gatteschi et al., 1991) also fits the experimental results well. In fact

any set of parameters with the correct values of J and ∆ given by simple perturbation theory

∆ =
3

4

(J2 − J1)2(J ′′ − J ′)
J2

+
3

2
J3, (44)

will fit the experimental effective moment well. The already mentioned problem of the parameter

dependence on the assumed model arises here.

By including a possible direct interaction between the triangle vanadium atoms (J3) in the spin

Hamiltonian the agreement with experiment can be achieved by dividing all J ′s by a constant

factor of 2.9. Scaling of J3 down by a factor of 2.9 gives a value of 0.19 meV, in surprisingly good

agreement with the corresponding value obtained from inelastic neutron scattering (Chabous-

sant et al., 2002) of 0.221 meV. One possibility to decide between different models could be

the measurement of the spin ordering and the spin-spin correlation functions by, e.g., neutron

scattering.

5.5 A model Fe-binuclear system

Binuclear metal-organic systems form a large, and probably simplest, group among molecular

magnets. Even if their magnetic characteristics like ordering temperature and bulk magnetiza-

tion are not necessarily outstanding, they help to grasp important physics of 3d–3d magnetic

interaction mediated by an organic ligand and thus offer a convenient model system. Moreover,

an interesting effect of spin-crossover has been observed in some such systems, for instance in

[Fe(bt)(NCS)2]2-bpym (bt= 2,2’-bithiazoline, bpym= 2,2’-bipyrimidine): a switch from LS-LS

to LS-HS to HS-HS configuration (LS: low spin; HS: high spin) at the increase of temperature,

where the intermediate LS-HS state gets stabilized near 170 K due to an interplay between inter-

molecular and intramolecular magnetic interactions (Ksenofontov et al., 2001a,b; Létard et al.,

1999). One demonstrated the possibility of optical switching between different magnetic states

and brought into discussion the prospects of their use as active elements in memory devices.

Our interest in binuclear systems is primarily that for model molecular magnets, to be treated

with a method of recognized accuracy, and with the aim to look at the effect of intraatomic

correlation effects (“Hubbard U”). Starting from the real structure of [Fe(bt)(NCS)2]2-bpym

(see Fig. 13, left panel), we “streamlined” it somehow to fit it into a compact unit cell for an

accurate calculation by a band structure method with periodic boundary conditions (Fig. 13,

right panel). This transformation preserved the bipyrimidine part between two Fe centers, but

“shortcut” the distant parts of ligands to make a connected structure. The calculation has been

done with the FLEUR code (FLEUR homepage), a realization of full-potential augmented plane

wave technique. One can see that, in contrast to “ferric wheels”, the Fe atom is now octahedrally

coordinated by nitrogen ions. A formal valence state in these compounds is routinely referred

to as Fe(II). The HS and LS states were discussed to be represented by the t42ge
2
g and t62g

configurations, correspondingly (Ksenofontov et al., 2001b). Our calculation did not yet include
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Figure 13: Two views of the [Fe(bt)(NCS)2]2-bpym molecule (left panel) and a simplified periodic

Fe-binuclear system used in the FLEUR calculation (right panel).

the orbital transition of this type; we initialized only HS configurations and brought them into

self-consistency in FM and AFM settings. The resulting partial DOS are shown in Fig. 14.

Certain similarities can be found with the Fe local DOS in “ferric wheels” – clear splitting

into t2g-like and eg-like states in nearly octahedral ligand field, full occupation of majority-spin

Fe3d states and one electron per Fe atom trapped in the Fe3d–N2p hybridized band of minority

spin. The values of magnetic moments (total per Fe atom in the FM case, along with the local

moment, integrated over the muffin-tin sphere) are listed in Table 5. The interatomic exchange

parameters have been estimated from total energy differences between FM and AFM cases.

Table 5: Magnetic moments and interaction parameters as estimated for a model Fe-binuclear

system (Fig. 13) from calculations by FLEUR with and without Hubbard U .

M(Fe) M/Fe ∆E J (S=5/2)

U=0 FM 3.62 4.10

AFM 3.61 – 102.5 meV −190 K

U=4 eV FM 3.93 4.94

AFM 3.92 – 76.8 meV −143 K

Since the magnetic moment is largely localized at the Fe site, the inclusion of intraatomic correla-

tions beyond the “conventional” DFT might be important. The exchange parameters J depend

on the spatial overlap of the d-orbitals on different Fe-sites. It is well known that the d-orbitals

within DFT are not localized enough compared to experiment, consequently the J values will

be overestimated. There are two main reasons for this shortcoming. First, possible on-site
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Figure 14: Densities of states in FM and AFM cases as calculated by FLEUR for the model

Fe-binuclear system, in the DFT and in the LDA+U approach. Fe local DOS are shown as

shaded areas.

correlations as known from atomic physics are underestimated in case of “conventional” DFT.

Second, DFT is not free from spurious self-interactions due to the replacement of the point-like

electrons by corresponding densities. Bringing in the atomic physics in the form of LDA+U

(adding a local orbital dependent atomic Coulomb interaction parameter U to DFT (Anisimov

et al., 1997) or self-interaction corrections (SIC) (Svane and Gunnarsson, 1988, 1990) will im-

prove the results by lowering the d-orbitals in energy and therefore localizing them stronger.

SIC only affects occupied states, whereas LDA+U plunges the occupied d-states and shifts the

unoccupied ones to higher energies. By increasing, on the average, the magnetic excitation

energy across the spin majority-minority gap, both mechanisms help to effectively reduce the

magnitude of J . To our knowledge, SIC have not yet been applied in calculations on molecular

magnets (nor, are we aware of any practical implementation of SIC in a full-potential code, i.e.,

beyond the muffin-tin- or atomic sphere approximation. Baruah et al. are actively working

toward a practical implementation of SIC within the NRLMOL suite of codes. The LDA+U

scheme is implemented in the FLEUR code (as in many others). This ansatz has however a

disadvantage of not being truly first-principles one: it remains on the user to single out certain

orbitals as localized and to choose an appropriate value for the “Hubbard U” parameter. For
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Fe-binuclear system we have chosen an empirically reasonable value U=4 eV; in principle, we

were more interested in studying qualitative trends, as it deals with a model system anyway.

One observes from Table 5 that the inclusion of intraatomic correlation enhances somehow the

local magnetic moment at th Fe site, and to a much smaller extent – the total magnetic moment

(in the FM configuration). Much more important, the J parameter is noticeably reduced due to

correlation included. These observations agree with what was earlier reported by Boukhvalov

et al. (2002) for the “Mn12” system from the LDA+U calculation.

6 Conclusion

We attempted to give a broad overview of physical questions and technical problems one faces

in modern first-principles simulations in the rapidly growing field of molecular magnets. Our

own presented results largely correspond to work still in progress, and they might be far from

providing an ultimative answer for particular systems. On the contrary, the results are likely to

be refined and extended by subsequent studies. Our current results make us very confident in

the predictive power of the presented methods. In order to explore the range of systems where

the presented first-principles methods give reliable results, further studies on more systems are

required. A large number of calculations are being performed by other groups on many other

systems, which we might fail to name in this limited contribution. However, it is our hope

that it may help the newcomers in the field to access the problems, the difficulties experienced

and the possibilities offered by different methods and practical schemes of first-principles cal-

culation. Many additional calculations are required to obtain a complete understanding of the

idealized behaviors of molecular magnets and both new theory and new computational tools

will be required to understand the nonidealities which will define the operating environments in

applications of such systems.
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